
Description:

Are you an experienced Manufacturing Engineer looking for your next challenge, or a recent

graduate eager to kick-start your career in manufacturing? Simmons Equipment Company

welcomes both seasoned professionals and ambitious newcomers to join our team!

As a Manufacturing Engineer, you'll lead efforts to refine and optimize manufacturing processes

while collaborating closely with plant management to ensure alignment with broader business

objectives. Drawing on your knowledge and expertise, you'll design and refine manufacturing

processes, drive continuous improvement, and innovate solutions to enhance efficiency and

productivity. Working hand-in-hand with plant management, you'll identify areas for

improvement and implement effective strategies.

Whether you bring years of experience or fresh perspectives, we value your commitment to

making a positive impact.

If you're ready to shape the future of manufacturing engineering at Simmons, we invite you to

apply and join us on this exciting journey!

Responsibilities:

● Design and Optimization: Lead efforts to develop and refine manufacturing processes,

drawing on your experience to drive continuous improvement and innovation.

● Collaboration with Plant Management: Work closely with plant management to align

manufacturing processes with overall business objectives, identifying opportunities for

enhancement and implementing effective solutions.

● Collaboration: Work closely with cross-functional teams at Simmons to identify

opportunities for process enhancement and implement effective solutions.

● Feasibility Studies: Apply your analytical skills to assess the feasibility and

cost-effectiveness of new methods, processes, and equipment, guiding decision-making

and resource allocation.

● Data Analysis: Utilize your experience to analyze production metrics and data,

identifying bottlenecks and implementing strategies to optimize throughput and reduce

cycle times.

● Documentation: Ensure compliance with quality standards by developing and

maintaining thorough documentation of manufacturing procedures, work instructions,

and standard operating procedures.



● Support: Provide leadership and expertise to resolve complex production issues,

minimizing downtime and driving operational excellence.

● Lean Manufacturing: Lead by example in championing lean principles and

methodologies at Simmons, driving cross-functional teams to implement best practices

and reduce waste.

Requirements:

● Education: A bachelor's degree in Manufacturing Engineering, Industrial Engineering, a

related field, or equivalent experience preferred. Advanced degrees or relevant

certifications are a plus.

● Experience: For experienced candidates, we're seeking proven expertise in

manufacturing engineering with a track record of driving process improvement and

optimization. Recent graduates should demonstrate a passion for continuous

improvement and a strong foundation in engineering principles.

● Skills: Strong problem-solving abilities, excellent communication skills, and a

detail-oriented mindset are essential. Proficiency in CAD software, statistical process

control, and other relevant tools is preferred.

Join Us:

At Simmons Equipment Company, we're committed to driving innovation and excellence in

manufacturing engineering. Whether you're a seasoned professional seeking new challenges or

a recent graduate eager to make your mark, we offer opportunities for growth, mentorship, and

meaningful impact. Join us in shaping the future of manufacturing engineering at Simmons!

Simmons Equipment Company is an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer. Simmons is

committed to ensuring equal employment opportunities for all job applicants and employees.

Employment decisions are based upon job related reasons regardless of race, ethnicity, color, religion,

sex, sexual orientation, age, national origin, disability, gender identity, genetic information, veteran

status, or any other status protected by law.

Please visit simmonsequip.com to download an application or submit your resume.

http://simmonsequip.com/

